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Squeeky Fromm
Artsy-Fartsy Girl Reporter,

You err in your essay in refusing to recognize that we have two different standards for U.S.
citizens at birth. We have one standard that applies to an Article II “natural born Citizen” and a
different standard that applies to a Fourteenth Amendment “citizen of the United States” at birth.
The former is defined under American “common-law” and the latter under the Fourteenth
Amendment. 

First, let us look at the origins of the American “common-law” standard that applies to defining a
“natural born Citizen.” The law of nations mentioned in Article I, Section 8, Clause 10 refers to
the general law of nations which was a body of law that had its origins in the law of nature which
guided individuals in their personal conduct and when applied to the affairs of nations was called
the law of nations. The Romans called this body of law jus gentium. This law was based on
“natural reason” and because it was widely used by the peoples of so many nations was accepted
as a body of law by all the civilized nations of the world. Not only was it a basis upon which the
written law was made, but also continued to be a basis of law whenever the written law did not
adequately provide a solution to a legal problem. 

Emer de Vattel wrote a treatise in 1758 on the law of nations entitled, The Law of Nations, Or,
Principles of the Law of Nature, Applied to the Conduct and Affairs of Nations and Sovereigns,
with Three Early Essays on the Origin and Nature of Natural Law and on Luxury (1758 French
edition, 1759 first English translation). His treatise is commonly called, The Law of Nations. 

Article I, Section 8, Clause 10 provides: “The Congress shall have Power . . . define and punish .
. . Offenses against the Law of Nations.” This clause refers to the general law of nations, not
Vattel's treatise, The Law of Nations. The Framers capitalized all nouns in the Constitution and
so the capitalization does not mean that they were referring to Vattel’s treatise. Nevertheless, the
Founders and Framers relied heavily upon Vattel and his treatise, The Law of Nations, to find the
law of nations and glean its meaning. They used the law of nations to resolved so many of the
national and international problems with which they were faced in the early years of the republic.
They cited and quoted Vattel and his treatise many times when they put forth the law of nations
as the law applicable to a problem with which they were faced. The use by the Founders and
Framers of the law of nations as a body of law upon which they relied to resolve many of the
national and international problems with which they were faced and their incorporation of that
law into the Constitution also means that the law of nations became part of Article III’s Laws of
the United States” and under Article VI the supreme law of the land. 
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Minor v. Happersett (1875) cited the “common-law” with which the Framers of the Constitution
were familiar when they wrote the “natural-born citizen” clause into the Constitution. The court
gave a definition of a “natural-born citizen” that is a paraphrase of what Vattel wrote in Section
212 of The Law of Nations. This is how Vattel defined a “natural-born citizen:” 

“The citizens are the members of the civil society: bound to this society by certain duties, and
subject to its authority, they equally participate in its advantages. The natives, or natural-born
citizens, are those born in the country, of parents who are citizens.” Id. at Section 212. 

This is how Minor defined one: “At common-law, with the nomenclature of which the framers of
the Constitution were familiar, it was never doubted that all children born in a country of parents
who were its citizens became themselves, upon their birth, citizens also. These were natives or
natural-born citizens, as distinguished from aliens or foreigners.” Id. at 167-68. 

So, we can see that Minor simply confirmed the law of nations definition of a “natural-born
citizen.” This definition became part of our national law or what Minor called “common-law.”
This definition, being part of our Constitution, has been the supreme law of the land since the
Constitution was adopted and ratified. 

Now let us turn to the standard for a Fourteenth Amendment “citizen of the United States” at
birth. The American “common-law” definition of a “natural born Citizen” has not been repealed
or amended by any constitutional amendment, including the Fourteenth Amendment. This
amendment provides in pertinent part that “[a]ll persons born or naturalized in the United States
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein
they reside.” The plain text of this amendment only addresses what is a “citizen of the United
States.” 

Wong Kim Ark, which interpreted and construed the Fourteenth Amendment, also did not amend
the “natural born Citizen” clause. The plain text of the Court’s question presented and holding
only address what is a Fourteenth Amendment “citizen of the United States” at birth. The Court
held that a child born in the United States to domiciled and resident alien parents was included as
a “citizen of the United States” at birth. Wong Kim Ark also in its rationale distinguished
between a “natural born Citizen” and a “citizen of the United States.” Wong Kim Ark first
confirmed Minor’s American “common-law” definition which as we have seen was a child born
in a country to “citizen” parents and then defined a “citizen of the United States” at birth under
the Fourteenth Amendment. Wong Kim Ark also distinguished between these two classes of
citizens, saying that while both a child born in the country to “citizen” parents and the child born
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in the country to alien parents are both “citizens” by virtue of being born in the country, only the
former is a “natural born Citizen.” So, Wong Kim Ark left intact Minor’s definition of a
“natural-born citizen” and gave us a new definition of a Fourteenth Amendment “citizen of the
United States” at birth. But a “citizen of the United States” in Article II is distinguished from a
“natural born Citizen.” The American “common-law” definition of a “natural born Citizen”
therefore still stands as the supreme law of the land today. 

So, Artsy-Fartsy Girl Reporter, you will have to try again to prove me wrong. 
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